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.Earthquakes or the passing shock.wave of an atomic

blast may cause tensile yield in members, before collapse in

compressiono(l) In order to examine the effect of this re

versal, the reduction of compressive properties of struc

tural steel are analyzed after a variety of prestrains aIid

these properties are applied to' calculate collapse loads.

The calculated max:Lmum loads are then compared with test

results to determine a practical method whereby they may

be predicted.

~1§.~i;;..9tia1 PrQl?§ll' t l.§lL:tE?s t s

Three prestrains ,,,ere chosen to examine the v~riation

of compressive properties from a prestrain just greater than

initial yield strain to a prestrain a little less than tpe

strain at which strain hardening commences. The third pre

strain was chosen to be a mean of the other prestrains.

The· tensile prestrain was app~Lied by putting a 24"

long 1/2" square bar in the teD:sion grips·of a universal

testing machine. A'2 t1 Metzger strain gage was applied to

the center of length of the bar. Its maximum strain

~ - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - ~ -' - - - ~ - - ~ - - - - ~ ~
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reading in tension was recorded as the prestrain. It is

worth noting that since the bars were slightly crooked due

to stress relief in annealing that tensile yield usually

started at the center of the bar. Since the prestrain

criterion, the Metzger gage, was applied to the center of

the bar,the prestrain in the end portions of the spec

imens was usually less than the recorded prestrain. In

some cases yield started at the grips causing yielding to

be greater in the end portions of the specimen. The effects

of this uneven prestraining will be considered later in

this paper.

Compressive properties were examined after prestraining

by testing the center portion of the bar, using the same

strain gage. This center portion (4" long) vlaS cut from

the prestrain bar and compressed between surface plates.

The compressive properties for each level of prestrain

are recorded on Fig. 1 to compare the gradient reduction

of these properties.

Q~9Jumn' Test§.

Column specimens were prestrained in the same manner
. .

as in the material properties tests. The columns were

then cut with the gaged part in the prestrain application

comprising the central por~ion of the column. Cylindrical (7.)1}

end fixtures were used to attain a pin end condition dA~~

~~@-d-es~i-6e4-in.-tbo:::e:'tl:thOO'-,~~-eliS

.----WorRs~~J-) ).
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A variety of lengths was chosen for the column tests

so as to cover the usual design L/r values for columns

(L/r from 21 to 126 are covered)o Results of column tests

are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.

_T1:li3..9ry__a_n_d_C_omnar ison 1Il:.::;2-:..::;t,:.:ho-=,T..;:;,e,:::;,s.:,t,:::;,s

The Engesser theory and the EArm~n theory, (4) the

tangent modulus and reduced modulus formulas, respectively,

have been discussed in length and are well known as cri

terions of column strength for materials of variable

modulus. (5) The conclusion of these discussions is that

a column begins to deflect upon reaching the tangent

mod~lus load and reaches its ultimate load between the

tangent modulus and the reduced modulus loads. No simple

theory for determining the exact ultimate load has been

devised, though a complex method for finding it has·been

derived. (6)

The question of where the ultimate load lies in ref

erence to the double modulus loads becomes of interest on

inspecting the Figs. 2 and 3. The ultimate loads recorded

in the column tests lie very close to the double modulus

vIhere the testvalues. data shows scatter, the mean values
At~'~ Ov't- UJMAA

seem to .~~~~~~;:~~~~f~a~c=ta:·.;:;,Tho causJ'ofth~ scatter
'IJ. ~.

-h'as b@eati' afOFomentiiOned ca..s tne result of uneven yielding
"-- .2-.

during prestraining'. This 1I1Ould cause scatter to be both

positive and negati6~h~~m~valUe.)shoUld be close to

the correct criterioho--gf-he--- ata therefore exhibits most
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closely ultimate loads which correspond to the values of vi~ <

the reduced modulus theory. .

F_urj;her Observations ~t>~jC
Previous experimenters have tested aluminum columns p (;I~

in an effort to examine the tangent modulus and reduced ~~~
\.9'\~' ~.

modulus theories. Aluminum exhibits properties which ~ ~

reduce ultimate loads only for the mid-length columns (L/r

of 40 to 60). The loads are reduced a small amount from

the Euler theory. In the tests performed for this work

the compressive properties showed effects which reduced the

double modulus values to less than half of the Euler loads

(see Fig. 2) for some cases. In all cases these values

were much below those which would be expected on a sL~ilar

plot for aluminum. This great reduction in ultimate load

caused the ultimate to be obtained at a relatively large

deflection. This deflection was visible to the eye in

tests of L/r of 60 or greater. Due to these large de- GY~
flections strain reversal obviously took place~ so much ot~

th t . th t l' tl" 'II ® VWlI.1·\lw·~so a. J.n many cases e neu ra axJ.s was ou . lned J.n ml d''el~

scale before collapse. This strain reversal indicates that

the assumptions of the double mOduL~theOry are more (/

nearly satisfied than have been the case in tests on

aluminum columns.
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